Numerical Analysis and Investigation of Fuel Blending with Methanol, Ethanol & Gasoline on The Performance of SI Engine
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Abstract: In the study, a complete literature review of two stroke petrol engine, operating on blends of methanol, ethanol & Gasoline is performed to two strokes and to find effects on performance. The research on alternative fuels for internal combustion engine has become essential due to depletion of petroleum products and its major contribution for pollutants, where blends of methanol, ethanol & Gasoline fuel is one of the most promising fuel alternatives for the future. Physical properties relevant to the fuel were determined for the four blends of gasoline. In this study, methanol was used to increase performance and decrease emissions of a single-cylinder engine. This method is used for increasing the fuel efficiency of a vehicle by adding different percentage of methanol to the petrol and to decrease the pollutants produced during combustion process. SI engine was tested on blends containing 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% ethanol and performance characteristics, and exhaust emissions were evaluated by CFD. Even though higher blends can replace gasoline in a SI engine, results showed that there is a reduction in exhaust gases, and increase in Brake Thermal Efficiency on blending. Due to the continuously increases in the cost of fossil fuels, demands for clean energy have also been increasing. Therefore, alternative fuels sources are sought to have alternate source for petrol without altering the existing engine or slight changes in the engine at low cost. Finally we conclude For this complex combustion process that different kind of blending grade can be used with alternate fuels for increasing the combustion Efficiency and reducing the emissions for SI engines. Alternate fuels are very cheaper, easily available in nature and can be formed at very low cost as compare to the conventional fuels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this study the engines is tested without blending and with blending of methanol in various proportions with petrol and the measurements of CO and the corresponding readings were recorded. Impending possible energy crisis in future, rising costs and toxic emissions associated with conventional petroleum fuels have caused researchers to search out and investigate the possibility of utilization of alternate clean and non-polluting gaseous fuels for internal combustion engines. With rising amount of bikes and decreasing of oil resources, it seems that the use of alternative fuels is inevitable in the future. To meet the required demand the alternative fuels used in gasoline and petrol engines are becoming the subjects of interest today. When evaluating different alternative fuels one has to take into account many aspects Adequacy of fuel supply, Process efficiency, Ease of transport and safety of storage, Modifications needed in the distribution/refuelling network in the vehicle, Fuel compatibility with vehicle engine (power, emissions, ease of use, and durability of engine).[3] Alternative fuels used in gasoline, methanol, ethanol and petrol engines are becoming the subjects of interest today. Currently ethanol is the most widely used renewable fuel with up to 10% by volume blended in to gasoline for regular engines or up to 85% for use in Flex-Fuel vehicles designed to run with higher concentrations of ethanol. Ethanol can also be used as a neat fuel in spark-ignition (SI) engines or blended up to 40% with petrol fuel for use in compression-ignition (CI) engines [1-2]. Ethanol was introduced as a replacement for methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) when it was realized that MTBE leaked onto the ground at filling stations resulting in the contamination of large quantities of groundwater. Ethanol is biodegradable, less detrimental to ground water, and has an octane number much higher than gasoline as well as having a positive effect on vehicle emissions. There are lots of gases in the environment which are causing pollution and greenhouse effect and the major contributor is the transport sector due to the heavy, and increasing, traffic levels. In spite of going activity to promote efficiency, the sector is still generating significant increases in CO2 emissions. As transport levels are expected to rise, especially in developing countries, fairly drastic
political decisions may have to be taken to eradicate this problem in the future. Furthermore, the dwindling supply of petroleum. Today, the transport sector is a major contributor to net emissions of greenhouse gases, of which carbon dioxide is particularly important. The carbon dioxide emissions originate mainly from the use of fossil fuels, mostly gasoline and diesel oil in road transportation systems, although some originates from other types of fossil fuels such as natural gas and Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). If international and national goals (such as those set out in the Kyoto protocol) for reducing net emissions of carbon dioxide are to be met, the use of fossil fuels in the transport sector has to be substantially reduced.

A. Ethanol as a Blend
In the medium term ethanol produced from grain will probably be the most important alternative fuel for replacing gasoline and in the long term ethanol produced from cellulose might take over from grain ethanol. Today, ethanol accounts for a substantial part of the alternative fuel market. From an international perspective, most research up to 1990 was focused on blends of methanol and gasoline, but some studies were carried out on ethanol-gasoline blends. It should also be noted that for a long time 10% ethanol has been added to commercial gasoline in many parts of the world. The primary advantage of adding a bio based alcohol to gasoline is that it reduces net CO₂ emissions but it also has other positive effects, such as increasing the octane value of the fuel and reducing the benzene content of the exhaust gases. The International Energy Agency (IEA), established in 1974, follows the development, and data and other experience from various trials have been presented and discussed at symposia organized by the International Symposium on Alcohol Fuels (ISAF).

B. Scope and Objective of Present Work
In the present work, our objective is to increase the performance of the two stroke engine to achieve better power and emission characteristics with the latter. Due to the continuously increases in the cost of fossil fuels, demands for clean energy have also been increasing. Therefore, alternative fuels sources are sought to have alternate source for petrol without altering the existing engine or slight changes in the engine at low cost.

II. LITERATURE
Kowalewicz 1 The objective of this paper is to investigate the gas flow temperature in the intake port of Four-stroke direct-injection compression ignition engine using GT-Suite software for steady-state and transient simulation. To investigate and simulate the intake port gas flow temperature profile of compression ignition engine is using GT-Power engine model were developed in this paper. GT-Power. Is sub-system menu from GT-Suite? The engine model is developed from the real compression ignition. Engine data and input to software library. In this research, the simulation of engine model is running in Variations engine speeds. The simulation output data is collected from the GT-Post results plots and cases RLT in post processing. The simulation results of the intake port engine model are shown the characters in intake port temperature profile of engine in variations engine speeds. The detail performance intake port gas flow temperature is shown in graphs in this paper. Stone 2 Petroleum fuels, which are not sustainable and which contribute substantially to greenhouse gas emissions, power nearly all light-duty vehicles. We review the North American literature on alternative fuels such as natural gas, ethanol from corn and biomass, and hydrogen and electricity from renewable resources, as well as propulsion systems including internal combustion engines, electric motors, and fuel cells. Vehicle characteristics including emissions, safety and consumer attributes such as range and power are examined. Results for greenhouse gas emissions and energy use for the well-to-wheel (fuel production and vehicle operation) aspects of the life cycles of the fuel/vehicle combinations are evaluated. While fuel cells and batteries might someday be attractive, in the near term they cannot replace the internal combustion engine. We focus on ethanol and explore its potential to replace nearly all gasoline used in the United States and Canada. We conclude that ethanol produced from biomass is an attractive near/midterm fuel among those that are sustainable. Poulton 3 We analyze alternative fuel-power train options for internal combustion engine automobiles. Fuel/engine efficiency, energy use, pollutant discharges, and greenhouse gas emissions are estimated for spark and compression ignited, direct injected (DI), and indirect injected (II) engines fueled by conventional and reformulated gasoline, reformulated diesel, compressed natural gas (CNG), and alcohols. Since comparisons of fuels and technologies in dissimilar vehicles are misleading, we hold emissions level, range (160 and 595 km), vehicle size class, and style (a 1998 Ford Taurus sedan) constant. At present, CNG vehicles have the best exhaust emissions performance while DI diesels have the worst. Compared to a conventional gasoline fuelled II automobile, greenhouse gases could be reduced by 40% by a DI CNG automobile and by 25% by a DI diesel. Gasoline- and diesel-fuelled automobiles are able to attain long ranges with little weight or fuel economy penalty. CNG
vehicles have the highest penalty for increasing range, due to their heavy fuel storage systems, but are the most attractive for a 160-km range. DI engines, particularly diesels, may not be able to meet strict emissions standards, at least not without lowering efficiency.

III. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

The research on alternative fuels for internal combustion engine has become essential due to depletion of petroleum products and its major contribution for pollutants, where blends of methanol, ethanol & Gasoline fuel is one of the most promising fuel alternatives for the future. Physical properties relevant to the fuel were determined for the four blends of gasoline. In this study, methanol and Ethanol was used to increase performance and decrease emissions of a single-cylinder engine. This method is used for increasing the fuel efficiency of a vehicle by adding different percentage of methanol to the conventional fuel and to decrease the pollutants produced during combustion process. SI engine will be tested on blends containing 5%,10%,15%,20% ethanol and performance characteristics, and exhaust emissions were evaluated by CFD. Ansys (Fluent14.5) is used for simulation process to find out the exact comparative study of fuels for different blending grades.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Turbulence models

Turbulent streams are characterized by fluctuating the speed fields. These vacillations trademarks blend transported amounts like force, vitality, and species focus, and cause the shipped amounts to vary too. Since these changes can be of high recurrence and little scale, the computational expense is excessively costly, making it impossible to reenact specifically in hand building counts. Rather, the quick (correct) overseeing mathematical statements can be troupe found the middle value of, time-arrived at the midpoint of, or generally controlled to evacuate the minor scales, bringing about an adjusted arrangement of comparisons that are computationally less costly to understand. While, changed mathematical statements contain extra obscure variables, and turbulence models are required to decide these variables as far as known amounts. There are distinctive turbulence models accessible in FLUENT.

B. Basic Steps to Perform CFD Analysis

1) Pre-processing: CAD Modeling: Creation of CAD Model by using CAD modeling tools for creating the geometry of the part/assembly of which you want to perform FEA.CAD model may be 2D or 3d.
2) Meshing: Meshing is a critical operation in CFD. In this operation, the CAD geometry is discretized into large numbers of small Element and nodes. The arrangement of nodes and element in space in a proper manner is called mesh. The analysis accuracy and duration depends on the mesh size and orientations. With the increase in mesh size (increasing no. of element), the CFD analysis speed decrease but the accuracy increases.
3) Type of Solver: Choose the solver for the problem from Pressure Based and density based solver.
4) Physical model: Choose the required physical model for the problem i.e. laminar, turbulent, energy, multi-phase, etc.
5) Material Property: Choose the Material property of flowing fluid.
6) Boundary Condition: Define the desired boundary condition for the problem i.e. temperature, velocity, mass flow rate, heat flux etc.

C. Solution

1) Solution Method : Choose the Solution method to solve the problem i.e. First order, second order
2) Solution Initialization: Initialized the solution to get the initial solution for the problem.
3) Run Solution: Run the solution by giving no of iteration for solution to converge.

D. Post Processing

For viewing and interpretation of Result. The result can be viewed in various formats: graph, value, animation etc.
1) STEP 1 – Cad Model Generation: The study focuses on the to calculate the NOx percentage and the geometry used for the simulations is therefore only a part of the whole exhaust gas system in order to save computational time. The generation of the model by using ANSYS shown below:-
2) **STEP 2**

Mesh file – To be Meshed

---

3) **Step 3 Checks The Mesh:** Various checks on the mesh and reports the progress in the console. Also check the minimum volume reported and make sure this is a positive number select mesh to mm.

   a) **methods**
      1. Pressure based
      b) 3D Model is used.
      c) Gravity is enabling

4) **Model**

   a) Energy equation is enabled.
   b) K-Epsilon turbulence model used.
   c) P-1 radiation model is used, since it is quicker to run. However DO radiation model can be used for more accurate results in typical models.
   d) Finite rate / eddy dissipation in turbulence chemistry. Interactions are used for species model.
   e) **STEP 4 Simulation Setup**

E. **Boundary conditions**

   a) Mass Flow inlet: mass flow rate is 1 kg/s,
   b) Outlet – pressure based, pressure Outlet.

F. **Material**

   1) Methanol - Gasoline
     a) **Fluid:** (a) Air – Methanol – Gasoline
     b) Air – Ethanol – Gasoline
     c) **Mixture:** Species – Grade M0, M5, M10, M15, M25 is taken.
G. STEP 5 SOLUTIONS

1) Method
   a) Coupled
   b) Presto model is used

   Presto model is often used for buoyant flows where velocity vector near walls may not align with the wall due to assumption of uniform pressure in the boundary layer so presto can only be used with quadrilateral or Hexahedral.

2) Meshes

   Pseudo transient is enabled
   a) 0.1 time scale factor of turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate
   b) Time scale factor of species and energy is 10
   c) Note: - Higher time scale size is used for the energy and species equation to converge the solution in less number of iterations
   d) Solution Initialisation: - The solution is initialize
   e) Run Calculation: - Start the calculation for 1000 iterations.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactants</th>
<th>Stoichiometric Coefficient</th>
<th>Rate exponent</th>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Stoichiometric Coefficient</th>
<th>Rate exponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>4.066</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>20.22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Static Temperature of pure Gasoline
Figure 2 Static Temperature of M5 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)

Figure 3 Static Temperature of M10 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)

Figure 4 Static Temperature of M15 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)

Figure 5 Static Temperature of M20 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)
Figure 6 Total Energy of (Pure Gasoline)

Figure 7 Total Energy of M5 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)

Figure 8 Total Energy of M10 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)

Figure 9 Total Energy of M15 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)
Figure 10 Total Energy of M20 (Methanol + Ethanol + Gasoline)

Figure 11 Mass fraction of CO$_2$ (Gasoline)

Figure 12 Mass fraction of CO$_2$ (M5)

Figure 13 Mass fraction of CO$_2$ (M10)
Figure 14 Mass fraction of CO\textsubscript{2} (M15)

Figure 15 Mass fraction of CO\textsubscript{2} (M20)

Figure 16 Mass fraction of NO\textsubscript{2} (Gasoline)
Figure 17 Mass fraction of NO₂ (M5)

Figure 18 Mass fraction of NO₂ (M10)

Figure 19 Mass fraction of NO₂ (M15)
V. CONCLUSION

In present study we used a CFD tool Fluent 14.5 for solve the complex problem of fuel blending for different Grade like M5, M10, M15 and M20 with Gasoline. Alternate fuels like Methanol and Ethanol are taken for blending with gasoline which is cheaper as per cost and easily available. CFD Simulation results show a excellent flow phenomenon over the entire combustion process and flow system is stable in nature which is required in CFD simulation for accurate results. From CFD results we can conclude the following points:

A. Simulation results show a stable flow phenomenon which is required in CFD method for accuracy of flow system and authenticity of results.

B. Temperature is increasing with increased percentages of alternative fuels in gasoline that shows combustion rate is getting higher from Gasoline to M5-M20, which means efficiency of fuels is increasing with higher blending grade

C. Total energy is increased with higher grade alternate fuel
D. Emissions percentages of COX and NOX is continuous decreasing while we go from M5 to M20. Finally we conclude for this complex combustion process that different kind of blending grade can be used with alternate fuels for increasing the combustion efficiency and reducing the emissions for SI engines. Alternate fuels are very cheaper, easily available in nature and can be formed at very low cost as compare to the conventional fuels.
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